We wish to discuss in detail the general phenomena which Klauder has uncovered. We freely use the techniques of quadratic forms and strong resolvent convergence; see e.g. [3] , [5] .
Once one decides to analyze Klauder's phenomenon in the language of quadratic forms, the phenomenon is quite easy to understand and control. In fact, the theory is implicit in Kato's book [3, VIII.31.
SIMON
It is, thus, with some hesitation that we write this note. However, because the phenomenon is so striking, it seems worthwhile to point out the mechanism behind it.
The first question we must face is the definition of A + hB. We will suppose that A and B are positive self-adjoint operators on a separable Hilbert space 2 with form domains Q(A) and Q(B). If h > 0 and if Q(A) n Q(B) = Q is dense in X, then is easily seen to be a closed quadratic form on Q. There is, thus, a unique self-adjoint operator so that this form is the form associated to that self-adjoint operator [5, Theorem VIILlS] . Henceforth and that A, has at least m eigenvahes below Z. Let E, ,..., E, be the m lowest eigenvalues for A, . Then, for all sq@iently small A, A -+ hB has at least m eigenvalues E,(h),.. ., E,(h) below Z(h) and Proof. See [3, Theorem VIIL3 .15) or alternately [2] or [6, Appen-
Let us close with a few examples. If -2 < cy < 1, then B is a small form perturbation of A (see e.g. [4] ) so it is easy to prove that A + XB converges to A in norm resolvent sense as h 4 0. This last fact also holds if cy < -2 by a more complicated argument (see [6] In Example I, if 01 > 2 there exists no such family since A + hB is essentially self-adjoint and its closure is the form sum (this follows from the Weyl limit point method [l] or by other methods [7] ). But for 1 < 01 < 2, such families do exist (see [4] ), and Klauder's phenomenon is not forced upon us if we look at extensions of operator sums rather than the form sum. This explains why Klauder chooses a! = 2 as the borderline while Example 1 suggests (Y = 1 as borderline. It is known that {# 1 # E Corn, I/ s 0 near 0} is a form core for --d in this case, so AP = A. Thus, Klauder's phenomenon (in case A is a harmonic oscillator) requires B to have a codimension 1 singularity. As Klauder [4] remarks, this is most conviently understood in terms of Weiner path integrals (more precisely Ornstein-Uhlenbeck path integrals). 
